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On account of the stock market’s vital function on a national economy, 
researching systematically the functions of the stock market and its implemental 
conditions becomes the first quotation to be clarified on the study of stock 
market. When Chinese stock market is continuously developing, it is an 
important task to make Chinese stock market perfect by comprehending 
correctly these basic theories and arranging a series of systems. Therefore, based 
on reviewing systematically the functions of the stock market and its 
implemental conditions, this dissertation tries to analyze the development 
history of Chinese stock market and point out the momentums and measures to 
overcome the path dependence of Chinese stock market’s functions reform. 
The structure of this dissertation is as follows:  
Chapter one: The functions of the stock market and their economical 
explanation. In this part, the author firstly reviews the functions of the stock 
market based on the perspective of historical evolution, then explains the 
functions of the stock market with the modern financial theories and the theories 
of the new institutional economics, finally, discusses the relationship of the 
functions of the stock market. 
Chapter two: The analysis on the function efficiency of the Chinese stock 
market. The author analyzes the achievements of Chinese stock market in the 
past twenty years’ development and the faults which still exist in Chinese stock 
market. In the first part, the charts are used to show the development status of 
Chinese stock market, in the second part, the kinds of distortions of the 
functions are mostly analyzed. 
Chapter three: The implemental conditions for the stock market functions 
and the corresponding Analysis on Chinese stock market. The author expounds 
the conditions for achieving stock market’s functions and compares with 














Chapter four: The Function Change of Chinese Stock Market. The author 
reviews the development course of Chinese stock market based on the theory of 
the institution change, analyzes the second kind path dependence existing in 
Chinese stock market and point out the momentums and measures to overcome 
the path dependence of Chinese stock market’s functions change from the two 
facets of inducible and forced change. 
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第一章  股票市场的功能及其经济阐释 5
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第二节  股票市场的功能——基于金融制度层面的探讨 
一、金融制度及其功能 
金融制度是金融运行的“游戏规则”，它是一国有关金融主体、金融组
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